(Optional) 6-day / 6-night Switzerland Excursion

Six-full-day study tour on biodynamic agriculture, Goethean art and science, and biodynamic foods. This excursion serves as a capstone to our work in Italy. It is available only to those students registered for the 2018 Ecogastronomy summer intensive.

*Limit of 12 – last year this excursion filled early.*

Monday, June 18 – Sunday, June 24
(We will travel together from Florence to Switzerland on the June 24th)

Excursion Cost: $675

**INCLUDES**
* Transportation from Dornach, Switzerland to Florence, Italy (not the other way around)
* Accommodations for six nights at Goetheanum (Dornach, Switzerland)
* Group cooking and dining in the residence Begegnungszentrum (food costs covered)
* A castle venture (four hours, not including the hike) to Castle Reichenstein
* Section (Department) visits and farm work at the Goetheanum (Dornach, Switzerland)
* Lectures at the Glass Haus (Goetheanum)
* A one-day intensive on biodynamic beekeeping
* Study tour of the Goetheanum and grounds
* Visit to the Ita Wegman Klinik (Arlesheim, Switzerland)
* Hikes to Birseck Castle and the Hermitage of Arlesheim